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We review recent advances made in modeling heteroepitaxy, two-step nucleation, and nucleation at the growth front within the 
framework of a simple dynamical density functional theory, the Phase-Field Crystal (PFC) model. The crystalline substrate is rep-
resented by spatially confined periodic potentials. We investigate the misfit dependence of the critical thickness in the Stranski–
Krastanov growth mode in isothermal studies. Apparently, the simulation results for stress release via the misfit dislocations fit 
better to the People–Bean model than to the one by Matthews and Blakeslee. Next, we investigate structural aspects of two-step 
crystal nucleation at high undercoolings, where an amorphous precursor forms in the first stage. Finally, we present results for the 
formation of new grains at the solid-liquid interface at high supersaturations / supercoolings, a phenomenon termed Growth Front 
Nucleation (GFN). Results obtained with diffusive dynamics (applicable to colloids) and with a hydrodynamic extension of the PFC 
theory (HPFC, developed for simple liquids) will be compared. The HPFC simulations indicate two possible mechanisms for GFN.   
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1. Introduction 
 
Under practical conditions, the crystallization of supersat-
urated/supercooled liquids starts by either heteroepitaxial 
growth or heterogeneous nucleation on foreign surfaces (in-
cluding container walls or foreign particles). The microscopic 
description of these phenomena requires an atomistic approach. 
A recently developed theoretical tool, suitable for such pur-
poses, is a simple dynamical density functional theory of clas-
sical particles, termed the Phase-Field Crystal (PFC) model [1–
4], which has previously been applied to address crystal nucle-
ation [4–8] and growth under various conditions [2–4, 9, 10]. 
This model incorporates several crystalline phases (bcc, hcp, 
and fcc [10]), besides the liquid and the glass [11, 12]. In the 
original version of the theory [1–11], the time evolution of the 
system is described by overdamped conservative (diffusive) 
dynamics, which is appropriate for modeling colloidal crystal-
line aggregation. An advantage of this model is that it can ad-
dress freezing on a diffusive time scale [1], and can handle mil-
lions of particles relatively easily [4]. To address the crystalli-
zation of normal fluids, a hydrodynamic theory based on the 
PFC model has been put forward [13], which we denote here as 
HPFC. 
The PFC model has already contributed to a better under-
standing of phenomena associated with the crystallization of 
undecooled/supersaturated liquids induced by solid surfaces:  
(a) This model was used to model heteroepitaxy on foreign 
crystal surfaces, and a good agreement with the theory of Mat-
thews and Blakeslee [14] has been reported for 2D hexagonal 
crystals grown on a hexagonal crystal of varied lattice constant 
[1, 2, 15]. Similar results were obtained for a square lattice sub-
strate [16]. Heterogeneous nucleation was studied on unstruc-
tured substrates [4, 17] and substrates represented by a periodic 
potential term in the free energy functional [4, 7, 8, 16]. It has 
been shown that neither the nucleation barrier, nor the contact 
angle are monotonous functions of the lattice mismatch [4, 7, 
8].  
(b) In agreement with theory [18], molecular dynamics 
simulations [19], and colloid experiments [20–22], recent in-
vestigation relying on the PFC model have shown that at large 
supersaturations/undercoolings crystal nucleation is a two-step 
process, in which an amorphous precursor assists the formation 
of the crystalline phase [4, 6, 8].  
(c) Finally, earlier efforts relying on the original PFC 
model have shown that the creation of new grains at a propa-
gating front, a phenomenon known as Growth Front Nucleation 
[23, 24], was only possible at supersaturations beyond the sta-
bility limit of the liquid phase [25]. Unfortunately, in the pres-
ence of fluctuations this phenomenon cannot be realized, as 
crystallization starts everywhere in the presence of noise; i.e., 
the formation of new grains at the front is suppressed by the 
copious nucleation and crystallization taking place in the whole 
liquid volume. 
In this paper, we present recent advances made in PFC 
modeling in the following three areas: 
(i) Prediction of critical thickness as a function of misfit 
in isothermal treatments within the PFC model; 
(ii) The structural aspects of two-step homogeneous crys-
tal nucleation via amorphous precursor in the PFC 
model; 
(iii) Modeling of growth front nucleation within the HPFC 
model.  
 
2. The PFC model 
 
In the PFC approach, the local state of matter is character-
ized by the time-averaged particle density, . The dimension-
less free energy of the inhomogeneous system taken relative to 
a homogeneous reference fluid (of density L,ref) reads as 
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where    ( L,ref) /L,ref is the scaled density difference. The 
reduced temperature  can be connected to such physical prop-
erties as the bulk moduli of the fluid and crystalline phases at 
the reference density and temperature. Eq. (1) can be deduced 
[2, 26] from the perturbative density functional theory of Ra-
makrishnan and Yussouff [27]. 
 
2.1. The Euler-Lagrange equation 
  
The solutions that extremize the free energy functional can 
be obtained by solving the Euler-Lagrange equation (ELE) [9] 
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where 0 is the reduced particle density of the reference state, 
while periodic boundary condition is assumed at the borders. 
Inserting the free energy functional into Eq. (2) and rearranging 
the terms, one obtains  
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2.2. The diffusive equation of motion 
 
In the original PFC model [1–11,13,16] the time evolution 
of the reduced number density is described using conserved 
overdamped dynamics realized by the following dimensionless 
equation of motion (EOM): 
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where F[]/ denotes the functional derivative of the free 
energy F with respect to the scaled number density difference, 
whereas j is a colored Gaussian flux noise of correlator j(r,t), 
j(r’ t’) =  22g(|r  r’|, 0)(t  t’),   the noise strength, 
and g(|r  r’|, 0) a high frequency cutoff function [28], for 
wavelengths shorter than the interatomic spacing (0). 
 
2.3. Hydrodynamic theory of solidification 
 
In developing the hydrodynamic model of crystalline solid-
ification our starting point was fluctuating nonlinear hydrody-
namics as formulated in [29]. Accordingly, the momentum 
transport and continuity equations are written in the form 
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where p(r, t) is the momentum, (r, t) the mass density, v  = 
p/  the velocity, whereas R =  {F[]/}  
0{F[]/} is the reversible stress tensor, 0 a reference 
density, and D = S{(v  p)+ (v  p)T} + [B   (2/3)S] (v) 
the dissipative stress tensor, while S is a stochastic momentum 
noise of correlator 
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Here S and B are the shear and bulk viscosities. 
To avoid violent interatomic flow in the bulk crystal due to 
the enormous density gradients in the hydrodynamic equations, 
we apply coarse-grained momentum and density in computing 
the velocity: 𝐯 = ?̂?/̂. (For details see Ref. [13].) The HPFC 
model recovers the proper dispersion relation for long wave-
length acoustic phonons, a steady state front velocity that is in-
versely proportional to the viscosity, and describes stress relax-
ation reasonably. 
 
2.3. Numerical solutions 
 
The ELE has been solved numerically in 2D and 3D, using 
a semi-spectral successive approximation scheme combined 
with the operator-splitting method [9, 30]. The EOM and the 
hydrodynamic equations have been solved using a semi-im-
plicit spectral scheme based on operator splitting [30]. The 
codes were run on 35 GPU cards of various types.   
 
3. Results and discussion 
 
3.1. Critical thickness in heteroepitaxy 
 
The advance of heteroepitaxial growth is shown in Fig. 1, 
which displays the Voronoi polyhedral analysis. Particles with 
4, 5, 6, and 7 neighbors are colored grey, blue, yellow, and red. 
Accordingly, the dislocations are represented by red-blue pairs.  
As expected from theory, below a critical thickness depending 
on the magnitude of the misfit, f = (0  )/, laterally stretched 
or compressed crystal grows. (Here 0 and  are the lattice con-
stants of the growing crystal and the substrate, respectively.) 
Beyond the critical thickness, the Asaro-Tiller-Grinfeld (ATG) 
instability [31–33] sets in, due to the stress present in the grow-
ing crystal, which thus yields surface buckling (Fig. 1, see also 
[1, 2, 15, 33]) . In the cusps of the surface, misfit dislocations 
nucleate that release stress. Unlike a previous study [16], where 
growth during cooling was investigated, here we model het-
eroepitaxial growth under isothermal conditions. In the present 
simulations, 2D hexagonal crystal grows on the surface of a 
square substrate, whose lattice constant is varied. The reduced 
temperature was chosen as   = 0.18, whereas three noise 
strengths were applied:  = 0, 104, and 102. The respective 
critical thickness (hc) values are plotted vs. the lattice misfit in 
Fig. 2. It is found that, as expected, hc diverges at zero misfit 
[Fig. 2(a)], and in agreement with previous results [16], hc de-
creases with increasing noise strength. Plotting [1 + 
ln(hc/b)]/(hc/b) with respect to f should result in a straight line 
crossing the origin, provided that the results obey the Mat-
thews-Blakeslee (MB) model [14]. Here b is the length of the 
Burgers vector, which is 0 in our case. Assuming screw dislo-
cations and a high dislocation density, a different scaling was 
proposed by People and Bean (PB) [34], where plotting 
[Aln(hc/b)/(hcas/b2)]1/2 vs. f is expected to produce a straight 
line, where A = (162)1/2. Remarkably, the MB plots are ra-
ther curved for the present simulations [Fig. 2(b)], whereas the 
PB plots are nearly straight lines in the investigated regime 
[Fig. 2(c)], although to reach the origin, the plots still need to 
curve slightly. This suggests that the hc(f) relationship emerg-
ing from the PFC simulations fits better to the behavior pre-
dicted by the PB model than the one by the MB model. We 
recall in this respect that some of the experiments are better de-
scribed by the PB model, whereas others fit rather to the MB 
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model [34]. However, the agreement with the PB model is usu-
ally attributed to the fact that the combined effects of finite ex-
perimental resolution with initially sluggish lattice relaxation 
can cause the experiments to overestimate the critical layer 
thickness [35]. Work is underway to compare the present re-
sults with other theoretical models, including that by Fischer et 
al. [36].  
Remarkably, in the PFC simulations the magnitude of the 
slope of the plots depends on the sign of the misfit, as also seen 
in experiments [35]. Indeed for relatively small stresses (|f | < ~ 
7%), hc is larger for compressive stress than for tensile stress, 
whereas after a crossover at |f | ~ 7%, the opposite relationship 
is seen for large stresses.      
 
3.2. Structural aspects of two-step homogeneous nucleation in 
highly undercooled liquids.  
 
In the PFC model crystal nucleation takes place in two steps 
at high undercoolings or supersaturations: in the first step an 
amorphous precursor forms, and helps the appearance of the 
crystalline (bcc) phase [6, 8, 10]. Apparently, this phenomenon 
is highly relevant not only for colloids [18, 21, 22, 37], but for 
such simpler systems as the Lennard-Jones fluid [18] and the 
hard sphere system [19], raising the possibility that the pres-
ence of an amorphous precursor might be a general feature of 
crystal nucleation in highly undercooled or supersaturated liq-
uids. In this subsection, we investigate the structural aspects of 
this process within the framework of the PFC model. In this, 
we rely on the bond order parameters qi andqi introduced by 
Steinhardt et al. [38] and Lechner and Dellago [39], respec-
tively of which qi consider the first neighbor shell around the 
particles, whereasqi take into account the relative orientations 
to atoms in the first and second neighbor shells. 
The phenomenon of two-step nucleation is illustrated in 
Fig. 3 for instantaneous quenching of the homogeneous liquid 
from above the liquidus ( = 0.1336) to  = 0.1667. The scaled 
density of the initial liquid was 0 = 0.25, while the noise 
strength was  = 0.42. In the upper row of Fig. 3, the particles 
that have bcc-like neighborhood are painted red, whereas the 
rest qualifies as amorphous (colored white). Here solidification 
 
 
Fig. 1. Snapshots of heteroepitaxial growth of a triangular crystal in a PFC simulation at  = 0.18, 0 = 0.25, and  = 0, on a square-lattice 
substrate of   = 0.920, taken at dimensionless times t = 2300, 2400, 2500, 2600, 2700, and 3300, respectively. Results of the Voronoi polyhedral 
analysis is shown. Coloring: particles of 4, 5, 6, and 7 neighbors are painted grey, blue, yellow, and red, respectively; whereas the liquid is white. 
The substrate lies vertically on the RHS, and is composed of 4 coordinated particles (grey), with a monolayer of 5 coordinated particles (blue) on 
its surface. The free surface of the epitaxial layer is on the left. The misfit dislocations are represented by 5-7 pairs (blue-red). The vertical size of 
the simulation box is commensurate with both the substrate and the stress free bulk crystal (Ly = 920 = 100). Following the mechanism described 
in Refs. [1, 2, 15, 33], misfit dislocations appear in the depressions of the surface formed due to the ATG instability. In agreement with the findings 
of Ref. [33], the wavelength of buckling ( = 13.140) is larger than expected for the fully relaxed state (R = 11.50): 7 waves form instead of 8.     
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Formation of misfit dislocations in 2D hexagonal crystal 
growing on a square lattice substrate as predicted by the PFC model: 
(a) Dependence of the critical thickness (hc) on the misfit (f) for re-
duced temperature  = 0.18, and noise strengths  = 0, 104, and 102, 
denoted by triangles, circles, and squares, respectively. (b) The Mat-
thews-Blakeslee plot [13] for the same data. (c) The respective Peo-
ple-Bean plot [30]. With the present definition of the misfit, f  > 0 for 
compressive stress, and f  < 0 for tensile stress. 
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starts with the formation of amorphous clusters, and the bcc 
structure appears later. In the second row of Fig. 3, the respec-
tiveq4 vs.q6 bond order parameter maps are shown together 
with the points corresponding to the ideal icosahedral, bcc, fcc, 
and hcp neighborhoods. Indeed, the first appearing solid is the 
amorphous precursor represented by the blue nebula positioned 
slightly above and right of the lower left corner, whose ampli-
tude (the amount of the amorphous neighborhoods) first in-
creases with time, but soon disappears as bcc crystallization 
starts, with some remnants remaining present at the grain 
boundaries. Interestingly, the structure of the amorphous pre-
cursor is close to that of the liquid in the Lennard-Jones system, 
as implied by the respectiveq4 vs.q6  maps (see Fig. 4). 
Following the structural analysis employed in recent 
Brownian dynamics (BD) simulations [40] and colloid crystal-
lization experiments [37], we performed a similar structural 
analysis for the amorphous (white) areas in Fig. 3. Analyzing 
BD simulations Kawasaki and Tanaka arrived to the conclusion 
that in the undercooled liquid the formation of a Medium Range 
Crystalline Order (MRCO) precedes crystal nucleation. MRCO 
is defined so that 0.28 <q6 < 0.4, whileq6 < 0.28 qualifies as 
     
     
 
Fig. 3. Snapshots of two-step nucleation in the PFC model at  = 0.1684 and 0 = 0.25 at dimensionless times t = 50, 70, 90, 110, and 1000, 
respectively. Upper row: red (bbc-like neighborhood)  q4  [0.02, 0.07] and q6  [0.48, 0.52]; white (amorphous)  the remaining particles. 
The liquid phase is transparent. Lower row: q4 vs.q6 bond-order parameter map (as defined by Lechner and Dellago [39]; these order parameters 
consider the first and second neighbors for the same configurations. (The circles painted yellow, black, green, and red indicate the positions of the 
ideal icosahedral, bcc, hcp, and fcc structures, respectively.) Solidification appears to start with the nucleation of amorphous domains.   
(a) (b)  
 
Fig. 4. Comparison of theq4 vs.q6 bond-order parameter maps ob-
tained (a) for the Lennard-Jones system from molecular dynamics 
simulations (reproduced with permission from [39] © American In-
stitute of Physics) and (b) for the solidifying PFC system (central pan-
els of Fig. 1). Note the points for the ideal crystal structures in panel 
(b) fall higher than the ones obtained with thermal fluctuations in 
panel (a). Apparently, the structure of the amorphous precursor ob-
served in the PFC model is close to the structure of the bulk liquid in 
the Lennard-Jones system.  
     
 
     
 
Fig. 5. Structural analysis of two-step nucleation observed in the PFC simulation displayed in Fig. 1. The coloring scheme proposed by Tan et. al 
[37] has been used. (Here the rightmost panel corresponds to dimensionless time t = 130.) Upper row: only MRCO and bcc crystal are shown. 
Bottom row: amorphous, MRCO, and bcc domains are displayed. [Coloring: green (bcc crystal) q6  0.27 and   7, where  is the number of 
solid bonds; red (MRCO = Medium Range Crystalline Order) q6  027 and  < 7]; white (amorphous) q6 < 0.27.] Apparently, MRCO and 
the amorphous precursor appear roughly parallel (see Fig. 6), whereas the bulk bcc structure forms later in contact with the MRCO domains. It 
seems that the MRCO domains evolve on the surface of amorphous domains, indicating a process akin to heterogeneous nucleation.   
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liquidlike, whereasq6 > 0.4 is bcc crystalline. Assigning red, 
white, and green colors to the respective particles, they visual-
ized the spatiotemporal evolution of the undercooled liquid 
[40]. We have adopted a similar, but slightly different proce-
dure by Tan et al. [37] in analyzing the PFC simulations. We 
show the respective MRCO and bcc regions in the first row of 
Fig. 5. The overall similarity between the BD and PFC simula-
tions is fairly reasonable: in both cases, appearance of MRCO 
regions precedes the formation of the bcc crystals, which 
evolve inside/in connection with the MRCO domains. Remark-
ably, however, in the PFC simulation a disordered (amorphous) 
solid appears first (see Fig. 6), that is structurally similar to the 
liquid. Apparently, the white domains in the first row of Fig. 3, 
can be divided into two types of sub-domains, one containing 
MRCO and the other, a solid state of liquidlike structure. We 
note that the latter has not been reported in BD simulations. 
One may speculate that the amorphous solid and the liquid re-
gions can be distinguished via investigating time correlations 
in the local structure, which has yet to be performed for the BD 
simulations. The radial distribution functions (RDFs) for the 
bcc, MRCO, and amorphous structures are displayed in Fig. 7. 
The RDFs predicted by the PFC model are close to those from 
molecular dynamics simulations for undercooled and crystal-
line Fe [41, 42], whereas the RDFs of the amorphous and 
MRCO structures resemble closely to the RDF of the bcc-like 
precursor observed in experiments on colloids [37].                  
 
3.3. Quest for atomistic modeling of Growth Front Nucleation 
 
Growth Front Nucleation (GFN: formation of new grains at 
the propagating solidification front) has been identified as the 
mechanism by which complex polycrystalline growth forms 
appear [23, 24, 43]. This phenomenon has been successfully 
modeled by phase-field methods relying on orientation field 
that describe the local crystallographic orientation. In this ap-
proach, the formation of new grains happens either by quench-
ing in orientational defects into the crystal [23, 24, 44] (see Fig. 
8), or by branching in the directions of low grain-boundary en-
ergies [24, 43]. This approach, relying on coarse grained fields, 
became fairly successful in capturing rather complex structures 
[23, 24, 43, 45]. Yet it is desirable to clarify the microscopic 
background of the GFN processes. Here, we address the for-
mation of new grains at the solid-liquid interface at high under-
coolings or supersaturations within the framework of the PFC 
and HPFC models [13].  
 
Fig. 6. Time dependence of the fractions of particles having amor-
phous (solid line), MRCO (dash-dot line), and bcc (dotted line) neigh-
borhoods. Note the dominance of the amorphous structure at early 
times.   
 
 
Fig. 7. Radial distribution functions (RDFs), g(r), characterizing the 
amorphous (top), MRCO (middle), and bcc (bottom) structures. Note 
the closeness of the RDFs for the first two. The RDF for MRCO is in 
a good agreement with that of the bcc-like precursor observed in col-
loidal systems [37].  
 
 
Fig. 9. Density waves, the formation of defects and new crystallo-
graphic orientations beyond the linear stability limit of the liquid in 
the original PFC model. Here  = 0, 0 = 0.45,  = 0.75, whereas c 
= 0.5.    
 
 
Fig. 8. Orientation map from a phase-field model of spherulitic solid-
ification relying on an orientation field [40, 41]. The formation of 
orientation defects at the solid-liquid interface is shown that initiate 
new grains. Different colors correspond to different crystallographic 
orientations. Sharp changes in color stand for grain boundaries (co-
herent dislocation lines), whereas the orientation defects can be inter-
preted as bundles of dislocations. The liquid domain is black. It can 
be viewed as a randomized version of the interface breakdown pro-
posed by Oldfield et al. [42].   
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Our first attempts to model GFN were made years back [25] 
using the original PFC model. Without applying noise, while 
going to supersaturations beyond the linear stability limit of the 
homogeneous liquid [c =  (/3)1/2], we have observed that a 
crystal seed developed into an ordered polycrystalline structure 
shown in Fig. 9 during growth. When going beyond the stabil-
ity limit, the solid-liquid interface increasingly extends, and the 
growing crystal is surrounded by concentric density waves, 
which initiate crystallization accordingly. In six directions 
these waves help the growth of the original crystal, whereas in 
other directions a large number of defects form and new orien-
tations appear that fit better to the density waves (Fig. 9). This 
could be viewed as an elementary process for GFN. Unfortu-
nately, in this regime the liquid is unstable: when noise is added 
to the EOM, all these phenomena are suppressed by an explo-
sive crystallization taking place everywhere. Inside the stable / 
metastable regime, we were unable to observe the GFN phe-
nomenon.         
In the case of the recently developed HPFC model [13], we 
were more successful in this respect. Starting with a small seed, 
we were able to grow polycrystalline domains as illustrated in 
Fig. 10. We used materials properties given in Ref. [13]. Other 
conditions were,  = 0.0923, and the initial density 0 = c  
0.11, where   = c  L = 0.0028, while the respective den-
sities at the liquidus line and at the stability limit are L =  
0.1982 and c =  0.1754, respectively. Eqs. (5) and (6) were 
solved on a 40962 rectangular grid with periodic boundary con-
ditions on all sides. To analyze the local structure, we used a 
complex order parameter g6 = j exp{-6ij }, where the sum-
mation is performed for the nearest neighbors, and j is the an-
gle of the jth neighbor in the laboratory frame. The magnitude 
of g6 represents the degree of order in the neighborhood, 
whereas its phase shows the local orientation. We have also 
performed Voronoi polyhedral analysis of the growing crystal 
using the same coloring as in the case of heteroepitaxy.  
The simulation was performed in the presence of noise in a 
regime, where the liquid is metastable with respect to the fluc-
tuations. The crystal seed starts to grow as a single crystal, but 
gradually new orientations appear via two mechanisms of 
GFN: (1) Dislocations enter the hexagonal crystal initially at 
the corners and at the center of the edges, later at cusps of the 
solid-liquid interface. These are probably misfit dislocations, 
emerging from the stress field of the growing crystal, however, 
further analysis is needed to prove this. (2) Small crystallites 
nucleate in the neighborhood of the solid-liquid interface, 
which apparently originate from the interference of the density 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 10. Polycrystalline growth in the HPFC model in the metastable liquid regime in the presence of momentum noise. The simulation was 
performed on a 40962 rectangular grid. The snapshots were taken at dimensionless time t = 1500 (upper row; central 10242 section are shown) and 
3000 (lower row; 10242, 20482 and 20482 sections are shown). Left: number density map. Center: orientation map (different colors correspond to 
different orientations). Right: Voronoi polyhedral map showing the dislocations/grain boundaries (the same coloring is used as in Fig. 1: disloca-
tions are represented by blue-red pairs). Two types of GFN can be seen: (a) the formation of dislocations (probably misfit dislocations) at the 
corners and at the center of the edges of the initially hexagonal crystal (see upper row), and (b) nucleation of differently oriented crystallites near 
the solid-liquid interface (emerging from the interference of the density waves emanating from the rough surface of the crystal, see lower row). 
Process (a) leads to smaller deviations from the orientation of the seed that started freezing and seem to be present from the very beginning, 
whereas process (b) that takes place at later stages yields orientations that are apparently independent from the original one.   
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waves emanating from the solid-liquid interface. Work is un-
derway to quantify these phenomena. 
Finally, it remains an intriguing question why the HPFC 
model recovers GFN at large driving forces, while the PFC sup-
plemented with diffusive dynamics does not. A possible expla-
nation can be that, in the latter case, a fast growth mode char-
acterized by a broad interface occurs at large driving forces 
[46], in which healing of the dislocations can be relatively easy, 
avoiding thus the formation of dislocations at the perimeter of 
the growing crystal, preventing thus GFN.         
 
4. Summary 
 
We have addressed three problems related to crystallization 
in undercooled liquids within the framework of a simple dy-
namical density functional theory, the PFC model, and its hy-
drodynamic extension (HPFC):  
(i) We investigated the misfit dependence of the critical 
thickness in heteroepitaxy, where we found that the PFC simu-
lations fit better to the People-Bean relationship then to the 
Matthews-Blakeslee model, and that different slopes were pre-
dicted by the PFC model for compressive and tensile stresses.  
(ii) We have studied the structural features of the amor-
phous precursor assisting crystal nucleation the PFC theory 
predicts at high undercoolings. An analysis in terms of bond 
order parameters, implies that the structure of the amorphous 
precursor is close to that of the Lennard-Jones liquid, whereas 
the respective radial distribution function resembles closely 
those from molecular dynamics for undercooled Fe. 
(iii) We attempted to describe the formation of new grains 
at the growth front (GFN) within continuum theory (PFC and 
HPFC). While we were unable to find GFN, when using the 
PFC model with diffusive dynamics, we have observed mi-
croscale processes in the HPFC model leading to GFN: (a) dis-
locations enter into the crystal initially at the tips and at the 
center of the faces, later at the cusps of the solid-liquid interface 
(probably due to stresses building up in the growing crystallite), 
and (b) new grains nucleate close to the solid-liquid interface 
owing to the interference of density waves ahead of the rough 
solid-liquid front. 
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